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Abstract: In order to realize the automation and intelligence of welding process, the visual sensor and image 
processing technology of weld pool edge feature has become one of the key points. During the course of gas 
metal arc welding (GMAW), since this kind of welding requires a larger current, it makes the arc very strong 
and products so many droplets transfer and spatter interference. Therefore it is so difficult to extract the edge of 
welding pool. A new edge extraction algorithm based on component tree is proposed in the paper. It can realize 
the image segmentation adaptively using local features, retain the useful edge effectively and remove the false 
edge and noise as well. The experiments show that this algorithm can get more accurate edge information. 
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Since the quality and formation of the welding 
seam are decisively affected by the size, shape, etc. 
of the welding pool, researching the changes on the 
welding pool during the welding process is 
significantly important for the welding process 
automation, the seam improvement and the welding 
quality [1]. Fig. 1 is a typical image of the welding 
pool based on the passive optical. In recent years, 
scholars both at home and abroad have carried out 
much research extensively on the welding pool edge 
extraction as well as on the seam and wire 
positioning. For instance, Xiangfeng Zhen, Qing 
Wang and Xiaoguang Liu have applied the grayscale 
morphology to the edge extraction of welding pool, 

which has obtained an obvious effect [2]. Jiaxiang 
Xue, Lin Jia and Haibao Li from South China 
University of Technology have extracted the welding 
pool edge and the seam positions by the M band 
wavelet transform [3]. In 2009, Liu et al. introduced 
the active contour model into the field of GMAW 
(gas metal arc welding) and then proposed an active 
contour model algorithm based on snake line to 
realize the seam extraction in the welding process of 
GMAW [4]. Besides, there are several conventional 
extraction algorithms, such as Sobel and Canny 
Operators. These methods are very effective for the 
welding image of few interferences and small spatters 
such as TIG (tungsten inert gas) welding [5]. But for 
GMAW, it’s hard to position the edge of welding 
pool precisely because the image background is 
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comparatively complicated due to the big 
interference produced by the strong arc light, droplets 
and spatters during welding. And few research has 
been carried out on this aspect both at home and 
abroad [6, 7]. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The weld pool image based on passive optical. 
 

 

Because of the high production efficiency, 
GMAW has attracted great attention in the field of 
engineering. Recently, Jing Li et al. proposed an edge 
extraction algorithm for the welding pool based on 
the area positioning and CV model [8], which 
preliminarily validated the effectiveness of area 
rough positioning to the edge extraction of welding 
pool. In 2010, Michael Donoser put forward a new 
edge extraction method called Linked Edges as 
Stable Region Boundaries [9] whose effectiveness for 
image edge extracting had already been validated in 
the well-known data sets ETHZ Shape Classes and 
Weizmann Database. The two studies have opened a 
new phase for the research in this field. According to 
the traits of GWAM, this paper introduces the 
component tree model to the image edge extraction 
and proposes an edge extraction algorithm based on 
component tree, which represents the character and 
distribution of mages grayscale and merges the 
region according to the local feature to extract the 
edge of welding pool precisely and eliminates the 
false edges and noise caused by arc light. Finally, this 
algorithm is compared with other edge extraction 
methods like SOBEL, CV active contour model in 
real experiments. 
 
 
2. Algorithm Design 
 

Component tree concept was initially proposed 
for classification and cluster in statistics [10]. 
Component tree model utilizes a hierarchical data 
structure to describe the internal components and the 
related space position characteristics for a specific 
object. Reference [11] applies component tree to 
image representation and filtering. And this paper 
uses component tree to realize the image edge 
extraction of welding pool. The edge extraction is a 
kind of image segmentation technology. All the 
pixels in the image will be divided into the two 
categories: background and edge ones. That coincides 
with the purpose and categories of component tree 
algorithm. The following steps are required to realize 
the image segmentation by component tree. 

2.1. Component Construction and Graph 
 

During the process of image analyzing, the 
images are quantified in order to simplify the 
calculation and speed up the response. For instance, 
the grayscale ranges in the value from 0 to 255 and 
those 256 grades can be quantified into a number of 
grayscales. As shown in Fig. 2, it’s a 55 grayscale 
image. If it’s quantified into 10 grayscales, according 
to the principle of connectivity in digital image 
processing, the set of the interconnected pixel points 
of the same gray scale I  is defined as the component 

)(IV j
, j is the component label. Then, according to 

the definition, Fig. 2 includes 11 components  V1(1), 
V2(2), V3(3), V4(4), V5(5), V6(5), V7(6), V8(7), V9(8), 
V10(8), V11(9), among which, V5(5), and V6(5) 
represent the components of 5 grayscale for the left 
and right respectively; V9(8) and V10(8) are the 
components of 8 grayscale for the top left and bottom 
right respectively. Fig. 3 can be seen as the set 
including a number of vertexes and sides, which can 
reflect the connection between vertexes. Now, if the 
component is seen as the vertex, according to the 
principle of connectivity, there is a side between two 
vertexes if the two are connected. Then, as shown in 
Fig. 3, an undirected graph can be derived from the 
11 components in Fig. 2.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Grayscale classification and component diagram. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Component tree. 
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2.2. Component Tree Construction 
 

If a graph is connected, then there must be a tree 
containing all the vertexes in the graph [12]. 
According to connectivity of image, Fig. 3 must be a 
connected graph and then a tree can be got 
accordingly called as a component tree here. The 
rules for constructing a component tree are  
as follows:  
1) From the bottom to the top. The leaf nodes first, 

then layer by layer, until the final root node. 
2) In a descending order of grayscale. The 

component of high grayscale comes first. If 
there are two or more components of the same 
level, then follow the sequence from the top to 
bottom and from the left to right.   

3) If )(IV j  is the current component for 

processing, search the graph to find all the 

components connected with )(IV j  of lower 

grayscale, and then choose )'(IVk  of the 

highest grayscale 'I  as the parent node for 

)(IV j . By analogy, all the components can be 

processed like that. 
According to the rule stated above, as shown in 

Fig. 4, a component tree can be generated from 
Fig. 3. The component tree reflexes the space 
position relations of all of the components in the 
graph: sibling nodes are not connected to each other, 
child nodes are connected with parent nodes and the 
grayscale of child nodes is always higher than that of 
parent nodes. 
 
 
2.3. Component Tree Merge 
 

The purpose of image segmentation is to put the 
connected pixels of similar character into one sort. In 
a component tree, the grayscale of each component 
stands for its region property and the overall structure 
of the component tree represents the space position 
relations of all the regions. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Component tree constructing. 

Thus, image segmentation can be achieved by 
merging the connected and similar components. The 
rules for merging components are: 
1) Start with the bottom of the tree and process the 

parent nodes one by one. As shown in Fig. 4, 

)5(5V  is the last parent node. Then the merge 

should start with this node until the root node. 

2) If )( pj IV  is the current component for 

processing, check its grayscale relation with its 

child node )( qk IV . If it meets 

 

 || qp II
, 

 
where   is the merge threshold, then all the child 

and parent nodes which meet the condition can be 
merged to form a new component. Or else, it 
means there is no similarity among the 
components which can’t be merged into one 
region. Then disconnect these nodes from  
each other. 

3) How to calculate the grayscale newI  of the new 

constructed component if the two components can 
be merged? If it’s simply to average the sum, 
when the pixels of the two components vary 
considerably, the grayscale of the component 
containing more pixels may contribute more to 
the merge grayscale. Apparently, the average 
couldn’t well reflect the real grayscale for the new 
merge component. Thus, the new merge grayscale 
is calculated by the weighted method here. 

 

,
qp

qqpp
new nn
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where pn  and qn  are the number of pixels 

contained in the two components respectively. 
4) Process all of the components one by one, until 

there are no nodes to merge. Then the left nodes 
in the component tree are isolated and quite 
different in grade gray. These isolated nodes are 
the final result of image segmentation. 
Take the component tree in Fig. 4 for example 

and assume that  =3. Firstly, process the last node 

)8(10V  on 6th layer. )8(10V can’t be merged with its 

parent node )5(5V  because their grayscale 

relationship doesn’t meet rule (1). Then disconnect 

)8(10V  which therefore turned into an isolated node. 

Next step, process node )4(4V . Out of all the child 

nodes, only one node )5(5V  can be merged 

with )4(4V . First, disconnect )9(11V  and )4(4V . 

Then, merge )4(4V  and )5(5V . )5(5V according to 

the rule (2) and the grayscale of the new node is 4.5. 
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After that, process the next parent node )6(7V  in the 

same way. By analogy, process the nodes one by one 

until the root node )1(1V . The final result is shown in 

Fig. 5 that the graph is divided into 5 areas as shown 
in Fig. 6. And region 1, 9 and 8 turn out to be noise 
because they just contain only one pixel, and the rest 
two regions are normal segmentation areas 
containing 5 and 16 pixels respectively. This 
segmentation result is basically in agreement with the 
original image in Fig. 2 in view of visual aspects. 
Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that the component 
tree can make full use of the image local 
characteristics to have a good segmentation  
on images. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Component tree merge result. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Image segmentation effect. 
 
 
3. Welding Pool Edge Extraction  

by Component Tree 
 

Component tree model can realize the image 
segmentation and the edge extraction of welding pool 
is actually a process of image segmentation too to 
distinguish the boundary points from others. Thus, to 
introduce the component tree model to the edge 
extraction of GMAW welding pool can achieve a 
precise detect on the welding pool. The steps are  
as follows: 

Process the images of the welding pool with 
gradient operator to get the gradient map as shown  
in Fig. 7. 

Quantify the gradient map  

Build Components for the quantized gradient map 
and create component trees. 

Merge component trees. Since the welding pool 
edge is the focus and the edge is the largest 
connected area except the background. Then the 
largest area is background and the second one is the 
edge of weld pool in merged result. If there are any 
other connected regions, they must be noise and false 
edges caused by strong arc. These areas can be 
ignored because the number of pixels contained must 
be much smaller than that in the real edge of the 
welding pool. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7(a). Gradient-processing on the welding pool image – 
The welding pool original image. 

 
 

Fig. 7(b). Gradient-processing on the welding pool image – 
the welding pool gradient map. 

 
 
4. Experiment Results and Analysis 
 

In order to verify the algorithm proposed by this 
paper, the experiment captured the seam image 
during welding by using the passive optical GMAW 
pipeline backing welding system of the CCD camera, 
which realized the experiments on the welding pool 
edge extraction algorithm based on the component 
tree. And further comparison was made with other 
edge extraction methods such as SOBEL operator, 
CV active contour model, etc. 

The setting of grayscale in component tree model 
differs, the result differs. The Higher the grayscale 
set, the higher the precision of edge extraction will be 
but simultaneously the algorithm becomes too 
complicated to meet the demand of instantaneity. 
And the low grayscale can meet the instantaneity, but 
can’t extract the edge of images precisely. Out of 
numerous experiments, when the grayscale I is set to 
20, both the precision and instantaneity can be met. 
The merge threshold   is also very important, 

which can directly decide the extraction results.  
Fig. 8 shows the experiment result. 
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Fig. 8(a). Experiment result – the edge extraction based on 
Sobel operator. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8(b). Experiment result – the edge extraction based  
on CV active contour model. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8(c). Experiment result – the edge extraction based  
on component tree. 

 
 

From Fig. 8, it can be seen that during the edge 
extracting based on Sobel Operator, the gradient is 
calculated first and then the image segmentation is 
achieved by binaryzation. Thus, Sobel Operator 
extraction depends too much on the threshold 
selection. When the background illumination is 
uneven, the extracted edge is difficult to be 
continuous. What’s more, Sobel Operator is quite 
sensitive to noise. Thus, smooth processing is needed 
to remove the noise, which however will fuzzy the 
edge. CV active contour model can suppress noise 
well, but lack effective means for false edge. The 
edge extraction based on component tree model 
doesn’t depend on some global threshold due to the 
grayscale quantifying processing. Instead, the merge 
is done step by step according to the local features. 
Since it makes full use of the image local features, 
the background and edge can be well distinguished 
even under uneven background illumination. And the 
needed region is judged according to the number of 
pixels contained, which can effectively get rid of 
noise and false edge. That’s why the component tree 
model can comparatively get a better image 

segmentation. Table 1 shows the run-time of three 
methods. The component tree model is able to meet 
the demand of instantaneity although it is the most 
time-consuming method. 
 
 

Table 1. Time consumption for different edge  
extraction methods. 

 
 

Sobel 
operator 

Cv active 
contour 
model 

Component 
tree model 

Fifth frame 0.0030839 0.0135502 0.0470849 
Seventh frame 0.0042028 0.0128273 0.0491684 
Twentieth frame 0.0031586 0.0127638 0.0439432 
Thirtieth frame 0.036985 0.0134948 0.0464315 

 
 
5. Conclusion 

 
The original CCD images taken during the 

welding process contain lots of noise due to the 
interference of dust, spatter, arc, etc. Thus, it’s 
always a hot and difficult point to get an accurate, 
effective and quick method for the welding pool 
image processing in the field of welding quality 
control. According to the characteristics of GMAW, 
this paper proposes an edge extraction algorithm 
based on component tree which can well restrain the 
noise and false edges within the welding pool image. 
And a good segmentation can be therefore achieved 
by the step-by-step division and hierarchy based on 
the image local attribute. Experiments show that this 
algorithm is very suitable for the images of big noise, 
uneven illumination and target area like GMAW. 
This algorithm can also be applied to the common 
image segmentation. Especially for the images 
containing obvious and a small number of target 
areas, component tree algorithm can achieve a very 
good segmentation effect. But when the image is 
complex without clear target areas, the efficiency of 
this algorithm will be affected due to the large 
number of components. 
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